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Full	Throttle	Update:	Mission	FoC	Commercials

Shot Shot Description Audio

1
Wide shot circling the "FoC Galaxy". 
Asteroids and satellites cross in the 
foreground. It is lonely... THEN: the 
Mission FoC Spaceship flies into the 
foreground from the bottom of frame 
(facing the galaxy). Camera pushes 
towards the spaceship and we cross 

dissolve to:

MYSTERIOUS MUSIC FADES UP

2

…a view of the galaxy from inside the 
cockpit.

MUSIC BUILDS IN "HEROISM", 
Captain V.O. "Welcome aboard. This 

is your captain speaking."

Episode 1: StockX

CREW	CALL	:	000

Boards
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3

Camera pushes into the view of the 
galaxy from the cockpit until it takes up 
the entire frame. Then: a HUD overlay 
outlines the FoC galaxy as a map filled 

with markers. One of the markers 
pointing out a planet starts to blink

Captain V.O. "Our mission: to 
explore new companies in the FoC 
Universe. As you embark on this 

mission, there are some important 
areas that you'll need to know."

4

Snap zoom into the blinking marker.
Captain V.O. "Get ready - our first 

mission is in the Growth and Capital 
Sector."

5

Exterior of ship going into hyperspace Captain's V.O. "Let's go!" MUSIC 
SWELLS
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6

Whip pan to a few watches and 
handbags orbiting around too.

Captain's V.O. "…well, not JUST 
sneakers: all sorts of things."

7 Close up of a sneaker floating in an orb 
of green light. A HUD overlay banner 

that reads "seller" pops out of one side 
of the shoe w/ the "bid" of $1200. Then 
on the other side of the shoe a "buyer" 

HUD Banner pops up that shows a "bid" 
of $600. It goes away. Another banner 
pops up: a "bid" of $800. It goes away. 

A third banner pops up w/ a "bid" of 
$1200. Green celebratory notification 

pops up: "SALE!" Several 
"authentication bots" fly up to the shoe 

before it flies away.

Captain's V.O. "Here, buyers and 
sellers can bid on items from across 
the galaxy. It even lets you know the 
average price of what you're trying 

to buy."
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8

Static fuzz transitions us to the view 
from the cockpit. Josh Luber's video 

feed pops up on screen.

Captain's V.O. "Hang on- getting a 
video call." Josh Luber Dialogue: 

"StockX is the stock market of 
things, starting with the galaxy's first 
(and only) sneaker stock market. It is 

a "bid/ask" marketplace where 
buyers place bids, sellers place 

asks, and when a bid and ask meet, 
the transaction happens 

automatically. Before we ship the 
shoes out to you, our experts will 

even check it for authenticity. 100% 
guaranteed." 

9

Exterior of the spaceship as it flies 
away and lands on the StockX planet.

Captain's V.O. "Let's land and get to 
know them some more."


